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Clarifications and Corrections 

Clarification to page 50, “Recoil” 
The Recoil Extra does not need to be attached to a Defends Quality. Any Part can have Recoil, 
which inflicts random Recoil damage as described by the Extra’s rules: 

“any attacker striking a Part with Recoil on it takes damage in return…This damage is inflicted as a pool 
of Recoil Dice equal to the Part’s Recoil level, which are rolled and apply damage against the attacker in 
the same way that Area Dice do.” 

If a Defends Quality is placed on a Part with Recoil, then it can inflict Recoil’s counterattack 
effect, as described by the Extra’s rules: 

“if you Defend using Recoil x3, your unwitting Attacker will be blasted by a 3 Damage attack, equal to 
the Height of your Defense Set” 

 
Correction to page 111, “How to Attack” 
Under Weaknesses and Resistances, the text reads “Striking a Persona or Shadow with an elemental 
attack to which it is Weak inflicts +1 Damage. The opposite is true for Resistances: hitting a Persona or 
Shadow with an element it Resists reduces your damage by 1” 

This does not reflect the updated rules for Weaknesses and Resistances for v0.9. This should 
instead read: 

Personas or Shadows take extra damage from attack elements to which they are weak, and 
less damage from attacks elements that they Resist.” 

The complete rules for Weaknesses and Resistances are given in detail on page 121 
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Clarification to page 148, “You can’t use Preparation to Stockpile 
Awesomeness” 
While this rule has not changed, one case bears highlighting. Personal Time overwrites pre-
Existing Awesomeness after you roll, not when you Declare. As such you can use Existing 
Awesomeness during Personal Time when you roll to generate more Awesomeness.  

The main limitation on this is that because Human Awesomeness is always connected to a 
specific Stat, you can only cash in this way when using Personal Time to generate the same kind 
of Awesomeness. In other words, if you have Awesome x1 in Expression, you can use that 
Awesomeness in a bid to generate more Expression Awesomeness. If, on the other hand, you 
wanted to use your Personal Time to build up some Guts or Diligence Awesomeness, you 
would not be able to use your Awesome x1 in Expression and it would be lost. 

With this approach, it is entirely possible to build very large amounts of Awesomeness. A GM 
may decide to limit a Player’s Awesomeness to their Stat’s dice pool (such that a character with 
4d in Expression cannot exceed Awesome x4), but the larger trade-off is both the Time Slot 
investment required to become this Awesome as well as a lack of flexibility. A character with 
Awesome x1 or x2 in a Stat can commit Personal Time to pivot their focus to a new Stat with 
minimal loss, whereas a character with Awesome x4 or x5 in a Stat may feel that their 
Awesomeness is much more locked-in to their Stat of choice. 
 

Correction to page 322, “Subpersona Skill Locations” 
Per the clarification on Recoil rules provided by this Errata, the description for the Recoil Skill 
Location should read: Favors the Part with the most Recoil. 
 
Correction to page 356, “One More!” 
Under Useful Qualities, this reference page reads “Roll a Set with a 10 Natural Height” 

This instead should read: Roll a Set with 8 or better Natural Height. 

Rule Updates and Revisions 

Switching off Extras at Will 
Players can choose to decline the effect of their Extras when Declaring actions. This mechanic 
already exists for Area attacks, as Area Attacks vs Non-Area Attacks follow very different rules, 
but this Errata extends to all Extras. Broadly speaking there are few instances where this is to 
the player’s or GM’s advantage, but it is still a valid option. 
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Update to Rally Dice Rules 
A single fighter in a combat encounter cannot claim more than +3d Rally dice in a single Round. 
This is not a cap on the total Rally Dice that can be generated in a round, since they are a 
communal resource available to all fighters on that side, but it does make it so that a Defender 
leveraging Multiple Defends actions can’t give +4d or more to an ally. 

Example: A Defender declares Multiple Actions and rolls 2 Defends Sets: 3x8 and 2x2. During 
the combat round, however, the attacks that he was defending against suffer Hitstun and so his 
Defends Sets go unused and are translated into 5d in Rally Dice for the following Round. 

These can be claimed by anyone in the Defender’s party, including the Defender himself, but no 
one fighter can claim more than +3d. 
 

Update to Minor Shadow Brain Rules 
A Minor Shadow's Brains Value, which determines at what point during the Declare phase it 
acts, should be equal to the dice pool of its Brains part -2. Thus, a Shadow with its Brains in a 6d 
Part has a Brains Value of 4.  

A Shadow can spend 1 AP to increase its Brains value by 2, if so desired by its design. 

This restriction does not apply to Major Shadows that use Brains to determine Declaration. 
Their value is still the full dice pool value of their Brains part. 

Explanation: When a Minor Shadow's Brains are determined entirely by its Dice Pool, Minor 
Shadows tend to not have Brains less than 5, and typically are much higher. Thus, even 
Shadows who should have a relatively poor capacity for premeditation and strategic thinking 
often Declare after low Persona Users. This Errata makes it so that it's more likely than before 
that Persona Users have an advantage in Declaration over certain Shadows. 

Increasing Persona Hit Points by spending Level-Up Dice 
Persona Dice gained from Leveling Up can be exchanged for Hit Points. 3d Personas gain +3 HP 
per die, while 5d Personas gain +4 HP per die. This is separate from the +1 HP gained on 
Leveling Up, and can be combined onto the same part for a total of +4 or +5 HP.  
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New Extra: Ailment 

This Extra formally replaces the existing Burn Extra. 

AILMENT: This Extra inflicts a negative condition on a target’s Status, which are described in 
detail below. Like Heals, Ailment behaves both an Extra and as a Quality. When used as an 
Extra, Ailment can be applied to an Attack Quality to add the chance of applying an Ailment to 
the target of an Attack by rolling one Ailment Die for each Rank of Ailment (Ailment x3 = 3d). 
Each Ailment Die that rolls a 6 or Higher inflicts one turn of the Ailment on the target. When 
acting as a Quality, an Ailment is always inflicted with a successful Set, and its duration in turns 
equals its Rank (Ailment x 3 = 3 Turns). 

As Ailment replaces Burns, it is therefore linked with the Devil and Temperance Arcana. 

Whether as an Extra or a Quality, this effect is written as Ailment: AxY, so Ailment: Bane x1. 

Ailment Rules 

When an Ailment is attached to an Attack as an Extra, it’s type is usually defined by the 
Attack’s Element; Fire Attacks inflict Burn, Ice attacks inflict Freeze. When acting on its own, the 
Ailment can whatever you want. 

 In the interest of simplicity, a Target can only be subject to a single Ailment at a time, 
and new Ailments will replace existing ones. 

Bane    Usually linked with: Light, Dark 
Baned fighters are the victims of radiant or dark powers twisting their physical make-up. Bane 
strips away its target’s Resistance for its duration. If a fighter as multiple Resistances, the 
attacker chooses which one the Bane removes.  

Bleed/Burn/Poison Usually linked with: Physical, Fire, Nuclear 
These kinds of Ailments cover any source of ongoing damage, whether from being on-fire, 
envenomed or attacked by bees. These inflict 1 point of Damage to the Target after their Actions 
resolve, or at the end of the Round if no successful Actions were taken. This damage ignores 
Toughness, Resistances and Weaknesses but does not inflict Hitstun as it is incurred after their 
actions Resolve. The Part affected by a Bleed, Burn or Poison is whatever was hit by the initial 
Set that applied the Ailment. If the Part is reduced to 0 HP before the Ailment’s duration 
expires, it will pass onto an adjacent part, just like a normal attack would.  
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Crush  Usually linked with: Physical, Wind, Light, Dark, Gravity, Earth, Water 
Crushed targets are under intense, unrelenting strain. This could result from massive 
atmospheric, gravitational or hydraulic pressure; from an unbearable spiritual pressure of light 
or darkness; or even by a dolorous physical blow so great that the fighter’s every move is 
agony. Any time a Crushed target performs an action, they incur 1 point of damage to the Part 
that was used. This includes Multiple Actions and Spray actions; if a Crushed Shadow or 
Persona uses two Sets for two Multiple Actions, they take 2 points of Crush damage. As with 
Bleed, Burn and Poison, Crush damage is unaffected by Toughness, Resistances or Weaknesses. 

Daze    Usually linked with: Wind, Psychic, Physical 
A Dazed fighter has been rendered senseless and disoriented by sudden physical force or 
psychokinetic assault. Being Dazed reduces the Height of all your Sets by 2, and any Sets with 
Height of 2 or lower fail. Dazed targets also have their Always Works Extras switched off.  

Freeze   Usually linked with: Ice, Gravity 
Freezing encases a target in solid ice or paralyzes them down with a powerful gravitational pull 
rendering them slow and brittle. Frozen targets have any ranks of Fast they’re equipped with 
reduced by one, and they take one extra point of damage from all Physical Attacks.  

Static    Usually linked with: Electricity, Psychic 
Targets suffering from Static are the victims of intense neurological electric shock, which leaves 
them both rattled and enervated. Static targets take an additional point of Hitstun from all 
attacks.  

Unusual Ailment Links 

The “Usually linked with” description for each Ailment describes the most common and 
understandable vectors of an Ailment to be inflicted, but Players and GMs shouldn’t feel 
limited by this. Attacks (Ice, Ailment: Burn x1) can inflict frostbite causing ongoing damage like 
a burn, and Attacks (Electric, Ailment: Freeze x1) can paralyze a target just as effectively as Ice 
can Freeze them. So feel free to get creative if it suits the design for your Persona or Shadow.   
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Curing Ailments 

An Ailment can be removed before it expires in three ways. 

Healing: A Persona with Healing can use one its Heal ranks to cure an Ailment. Like with 
Healing damage, this never fails, and rolling a Set simply affects the timing of when the 
Ailment is removed (de-Staticing an ally before they get hit could be the difference between a 
successful attack and being Stunlocked).  

One More! Scoring One More! allows a player to spend their One More! Set to remove an 
Ailment from their Persona. This only works for a player curing themselves, not their allies. 

Useful Qualities: Ailments count as Problems that need to be Solved, so a Persona’s Useful 
Qualities can cure them as well. Control (Element or Force) is a pretty good one, as Control Fire 
could be used to remove a Burn or Control Darkness to cleanse a foul Bane. But used this way, a 
Useful Quality is only good for removing a specific Ailment, unlike the first two options. Control 
Fire isn’t going to help you with your Static or Daze. When in doubt, your GM has the final say. 

Major Shadow Ailment Resistance 

Major Shadows reduce the rank of Ailments coming at them by their Might. In this way a Might 
x1 Major Shadow is immune to Ailment x1 and reduces Ailment x2 down to Ailment x1. In this 
way, Major Shadows tend to shrug off Ailments more easily, but they are not, as a rule, 
universally immune to them. 
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Optional Rule: Ailment Resistances and Weaknesses 
Under normal circumstances, every Shadow or Persona is vulnerable to every Ailment. Ice-type 
fighters can still be frozen, and Fire-types can still be burned; after all, despite their elemental 
affinities, things can always be worse. 

 Some GMs and players, however, may see this as a bit of a logical failing, as a Shadow 
that is literally made out of Fire shouldn’t take additional damage from being Burned. These 
Optional rules allow for GMs to lean into this by tying a target’s susceptibility to Ailments to 
their Weaknesses and Resistances. 

A Target that Resists an Ailment’s mode of attack is immune to that Ailment. 
In other words, Ice Resistance protects you from Freezing, and Electrical Resistance from Static, 
and so forth. Some of these require taking a slightly closer look at how you’re delivering the 
Ailment: if your Poison is Physical, then Physical Resistance is immune to it, but if it’s Nuclear, 
then you need Nuke Resistance. The same applies to Bane; if a target is Resistant to Light, then 
none of its other Resistances can be affected by a Light-type Bane, but Dark-type Banes are fair 
game. 

 This also requires that you associate an Elemental property with an Ailment if it’s used 
as a Quality. Sometimes this is obvious-- Ailment: Freeze is clearly Ice type, but if it’s Ailment: 
Daze you need to specific whether it’s a Wind or Psychic Daze (if indeed your game uses both 
Elements) 

A Target that is Weak to an Ailment’s mode of attack always acquires that 
Ailment. In the case of an Ailment as an Attack Extra, you don’t need to roll your Ailment 
dice at all; if your target is Weak to Fire, your Ailment: Burns x3 will always inflict 3 Rounds of 
Burn on them if your attack Hits. In the case of Ailment as a Quality, your Ailment Always 
Works, so even if your fail to roll a Set your target will still receive the Ailment at the end of the 
Round as a 2x1. 

These rules aren’t necessarily for every game, since they add an extra layer of complexity to the 
Ailment system. It adds another check whenever Ailments are used to see how an individual 
Shadow would react to it, which for some groups is more work than they’re interested in 
following. But these rules do make combat more strategic, as strong foes that are highly resistant 
to direct assault could be brought low by their weakness to specific Ailments in the hands of 
skilled saboteurs.  
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New Extra: Heavy 

HEAVY: Each rank of Heavy on a Part allows its Attack Qualities to ignore Hitstun from one 
attack per combat Round; that is to say, an attack with Heavy x3 won’t take any Hitstun from 
the first three attacks that hit its Persona every round. Like Heavy, Tough isn’t attached to a 
specific Quality, but directly to a Part. In this way, any Attack Quality on a Heavy part gains 
stun resistance. 

Arcana Boost and Shadow Changes 

Heavy shares the Devil and Temperance Arcana alongside the Ailment Extra. Like Spray and 
Splash on Sun/Judgement, a player may choose either Extra when using a Relationship to 
Arcana Boost, and Devil and Temperance Shadows have free ranks of either Heavy or Ailment. 

Design Notes 

Heavy disrupts Fast, which as it stands is very dominant when it comes to shutting down 
offensive options through Hitstun. In so doing it also improves the usage of Defends, as Heavy 
counteracts Fast’s ability to interrupt attacks, but does not confer any advantage over 
Defending. 

 Because Heavy applies to all Attacks on a Part, there is strategic value in installing 
multiple Attack Qualities on a Heavy Part. However, doing so makes a Persona or Shadow’s 
offensive potential more vulnerable, as if that part is destroyed or otherwise shut down it will 
quickly neutralize that fighter’s ability to attack.  
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Revised Damage and Healing Rules 

PART 1: Updated Definitions 

Under these rules, Personas and Shadows no longer record damage as Shock or Scars. It is 
simply recorded as Damage; if GMs still find the distinction useful, then Personas and Shadows 
should always deal in Scars. Battles between Shadows and Personas in the Other World are 
invariably deadly and having to differentiate the level of carnage inflicted only serves to slow 
down combat and complicate Healing. This change streamlines that aspect of the game 
significantly. 

 Note that Humans still track damage as Shock and Scars, as the ways in which Humans 
can be hurt are far different from those of their Personas. 

 This adjustment changes somewhat the rules for the Healing Extra in Chapter 3, as well 
as the rules for Healing Personas in Chapter 6. It also introduces a new mechanic, 
Overhealing, as described in Part 4 of this Patch. 
 

PART 2: Update to Healing Extra (Chapter 3, Pages 50-51) 

HEAL: Heal is both an Extra and a Quality of its own. Each level of Heal will restore 2 HP 
once per Combat-- so Heal x3 can heal 2 HP three times, or 6 HP once. Healing can never fail; if 
you don’t roll a Set your Healing action occurs at the end of the Resolve Phase of combat, and if 
you do get a Set then it goes off based on the Set’s timing. When Healing your patient 
determines where to apply the Treatment, and you can only have one patient per turn. 

Effective Healing: Each level of Effectiveness increases the among of HP that a level of Heal can 
restore by 1. 

Area Healing: Each level of Area increases the number of allies that you can Heal in one turn by 
1. This doesn’t change how much you can heal, but rather how far you can spread your healing.  
 

PART 3: Update to Healing Combat Rules (Chapter 6, Pages 130-131) 

Healing Personas 

Personas aren’t natural creatures, and they’re subject to wildly unnatural sources of harm. Thus, 
their means of recovery from that harm differ from Humans. Specifically, Personas have few 
means of Passive HP recovery. They regenerate 1 HP from every Location after each fight, but 
that’s it. The rest must come from other sources. 
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Healing in Battle: As covered in Chapter 3, each rank of Heal used on a Persona heals 2 HP. 
Remember, this always works. Even if your roll to Heal fails the only negative is that the Healing 
will occur at the end of the Resolve Phase. 

Using the Heal Extra Outside of Battle: Healing with your Extras works the same way 
out of battle as it does in combat, but your supply of “overworld” Healing is on a Time Slot 
basis instead of an Encounter basis. So a Part with Heals x3 can restore a total of 6 HP per Time 
Slot. Once you hit that Limit, that Part can’t be used anymore till the next Time Slot begins. 
Since most journeys into the Other World only last 1 Time Slot, this usually means you’re 
tapped out for the rest of the mission.  

Using Leftover Healing Ranks: At the conclusion of a Time Slot spent in the Other World, 
Players can freely use any unused Ranks of Overworld Healing to repair their Personas before 
departing for the Real World once again. 

Healing Personas using their Favorite Things: Because Persona damage no longer 
distinguishes between Shock and Scars, there is no longer any need to prioritize healing one 
kind over another as described in this section.  
 

PART 4: NEW RULE: OVERHEALING 

Healing doesn’t just restore lost HP. It can also infuse a Persona or Shadow with additional life 
energy, reinforcing its stamina and vitality  

Any Healing performed on a target exceeding their max HP simply increases 
their HP for the duration of the Encounter. This is called Overhealing. Thus, if you 
Heal a target for 4 HP, but the Part that’s been damaged is only at 4 out of 6 HP, that Part isn’t 
just back to 6 HP, but at 8 HP. This can even be done on targets who’ve taken no damage at all. 
A Persona’s part at 10/10 HP can therefore be increased to 14/10 HP using Overhealing. 

 Overhealing only lasts for a single Combat Encounter. Once the fight ends, any 
Overhealed HP left on a Persona evaporates. 
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